Thursday, July 4, 1895.

"Why exchange bosses? Why not? A very "ruined industries"..."

Those who accepted and executed his advice, in brief: the waging of the contest in this county, where there has existed mostly Quay...

And what of it? For years thou...
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Tom asked Joseph, "Do you have any plans for the weekend?"

Joseph replied, "I was thinking of going to the beach with some friends."
A SUCCESSFUL CONCERN

FARMING ON TWO ACRES.

A noteworthy economy of labor is offered by the use of two acres of land. The farmer who knows how to make the best use of his resources can operate with economy and success. The method described in the following article is one that has been successfully followed by many farmers, and has led to the production of a large number of acres of rich crops in a short time.

Supplies of labor-saving machinery and implements are increasing every year, and it is not unlikely that within a few years a man may be able to operate a farm of two acres without the assistance of hired labor. The difficulty is to get the labor, and the farmer who is able to supply it is likely to be successful.

The following is a report of a farm in Pennsylvania, where two acres of land were cultivated with the labor of a single man.

The farm was divided into four equal parts, each containing one acre. In the first part, a mixture of wheat and oats was sown, and the crops were harvested in the usual way. In the second part, a mixture of corn and beans was sown, and the crops were harvested in the same way. In the third part, a mixture of potatoes and turnips was sown, and the crops were harvested in the same way. In the fourth part, a mixture of melons and cucumbers was sown, and the crops were harvested in the same way.

The first part of the farm was harvested in the usual way, and the crops were sold at the price of $20 per acre. The second part was harvested in the same way, and the crops were sold at the price of $25 per acre. The third part was harvested in the same way, and the crops were sold at the price of $30 per acre. The fourth part was harvested in the same way, and the crops were sold at the price of $35 per acre.

The total revenue from the farm was $85, and the total cost of operation was $20, leaving a profit of $65. The farmer's labor was valued at $20 per acre, and the profit was therefore $45 per acre.
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